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- We agreed to redefine the task somewhat :-)
- Originally:
  - Saw eLog as the nerve center of operations
- Now:
  - We will have a (web) portal:
    - Accessing all the different applications
    - Tying them together
    - eLog is just one of these applications
- Reduces the scope of eLog!
- Candidate choice:
  - Fermilab Control Room Logbook
    - [http://cepa.fnal.gov/CRL](http://cepa.fnal.gov/CRL)
- Runner up:
  - Confluence
- Main reasons for the choice:
  - Mainly technical:
    - CRL easier to fit into the general framework
    - Have (wo)menpower to adapt and maintain it
    - Can be implemented within the SC time schedule
- Now we will have to start thinking about the portal .....